Abstract-High-speed data transfer is vital to data-intensive computing that often requires moving large data volumes efficiently within a local data center and among geographically dispersed facilities. Effective utilization of the abundant resources in modern multicore environments for data transfer remains a persistent challenge, particularly, for Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) systems wherein the locality of data accessing is an important factor. This requires rethinking how to exploit parallel access to data and to optimize the storage and network I/Os. We address this challenge and present a novel design of asynchronous processing and resource-aware task scheduling in the context of high-throughput data replication. Our software allocates multiple sets of threads to different stages of the processing pipeline, including storage I/O and network communication, based on their capacities. Threads belonging to each stage follow an asynchronous model, and attain high performance via multiple locality-aware and peer-aware mechanisms, such as task grouping, buffer sharing, affinity control and communication protocols. Our design also integrates high performance features to enhance the scalability of data transfer in several scenarios, e.g., file-level sorting, block-level asynchrony, and thread-level pipelining. Our experiments confirm the advantages of our software under different types of workloads and dynamic environments with contention for shared resources, including a 28-160 percent increase in bandwidth for transferring large files, 1.7-66 times speed-up for small files, and up to 108 percent larger throughput for mixed workloads compared with three state of the art alternatives, GridFTP, BBCP and Aspera.
D
ATA-INTENSIVE applications often need advanced computer architectures with a large number of cores, a deep memory hierarchy, and ultra-high-speed input/output (I/O) [1] , [2] . These applications frequently rely on high-speed data transfer tools that adapt to large-scale computer nodes and efficiently move large volumes of data. Usually, data transfers within computer clusters and across wide area networks play a dominant role in the overall latency, i.e., the cost for executing both centralized and distributed applications [3] , [4] , [5] . Hence, highly efficient systems for data transfer are urgently needed to exploit the abundant parallelism and concurrency of state-of-the-art computer architecture. However, achieving this objective is often not trivial and involves several challenges:
(1) Maintaining a consistently high performance across various workloads. Delivering a large volume of content, e.g., scientific data and high-resolution images and videos, consumes a large fraction of the bandwidth on the Internet and dedicated networks. Most studies in high data throughput computing have focused on efficiently accessing, transferring, and managing large files. However, many production workloads and the majority of consumers primarily manipulate a large number of small files that range from several hundreds of bytes to megabytes. For example, a standard cloud application may require the installation of complex software packages and OS kernels that consist of thousands of executables, libraries, and configuration files. The package must either be accessed at run-time over the networks, which involves many small network transactions, or be installed on a worker node, resulting in a large number of small disk I/Os. Unfortunately, the data throughput of small file transfers is often several orders-of-magnitude worse than that of large file transfers [6] . Achieving high performance for transferring large numbers of small files necessitates two fundamental changes to today's solutions: a) An effective protocol to process and synchronize file metadata with as few message exchanges as possible between the data source and sink and, b) An efficient pipeline to transfer actual payloads. (2) Achieving maximum parallelism of I/O access and task processing. Modern high-end systems often have multiple host adapters for both network communication and external storage. Each type of I/O operations and its associated adapters may exhibit unique behavior under various access patterns, e.g., kernel-bypass and parallel access. To obtain the maximum aggregate performance, the data transfer software needs efficient parallel access to those resources. For this purpose, the software must incorporate effective new designs, e.g., multi-threading and asynchronism, to assure a highspeed end-to-end transfer pipeline. architecture is ubiquitous in contemporary computer systems. The increasing gap in performance between on-chip in situ data sharing and off-chip data exchanges necessitates NUMA-awareness for highspeed data transfer, as described in [7] . Existing data transfer tools rely on the default OS behavior that often adopts thread-dependency-agnostic scheduling, i.e., it dynamically chooses a CPU to run a user thread and potentially migrates it later to another NUMA node to balance the overall system load. However, thread scheduling and migration that ignore the characteristics of workload and inter-thread dependency undermine the performance of I/O-intensive applications. Hence, instead of using default OS scheduling, high-speed data transfer software must implement its own thread-dependency-aware scheduler. As Fig. 1 shows, the scheduler of an application has more knowledge about its data access patterns and the I/O devices being used than does the OS default one, and it can thereby schedule all its threads and memory to the NUMA node that is closely aligned with its target devices. Consequently, the scheduler reduces the overhead of inter-node communication and improves both the performance of the application and the overall efficiency of the system. In this paper, we describe the novel design of our highspeed data transfer software to tackle these aforementioned challenges. Our contributions are listed as follows:
(1) Highly parallelized and extendable staged eventdriven design. Our proposed model represents the end-to-end data transfer as a network of processing stages, and each stage is associated with a dedicated thread pool and an incoming task queue. The number of allocated threads in each pool is determined by the characteristics and bandwidth capacity of the device. The threads and memory resources are reusable and optimally allocated among multiple users and data transfer requests. Consequently, the design meets the multicore implication and boosts the aggregate performance by maximizing the system parallelism. Section 3 describes this architecture as a layered framework. (2) Locality-aware resource management. The proposed solution provides storage-centric task mapping and NUMA-aware thread scheduling to ensure the affinitive movement of data and communications in multicore systems, as shown in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
(3) Effective communication protocols for resource allocation, metadata synchronization and payload transfer. The proposed communication protocols ensure coordinated resource allocation, minimal control message exchanges and network connection reuse along the end-to-end data transfer process, as described in Section 3.3. (4) The explicit task/event queue and thread pool design allows informed scheduling and a variety of optimizations in our system, e.g., file-level sorting, block-level asynchronous accessing, and thread-level pipelining. We integrate the framework/protocol design, optimizations and other well-known I/O techniques, e.g., direct I/O and asynchronous I/O, into a full-featured high performance implementation, named Resource-Aware Asynchronous Data Transfer with Multicore SYStem (RAMSYS). Section 4 gives these details. (5) Consistent performance advantages over alternatives. In Section 5, we compare our proposed RAMSYS with the state-of-the-art alternatives, GridFTP, BBCP and Aspera software, using fullscale high bandwidth network testbeds in both local data center and nationwide long-haul networks. The evaluations over various realistic workloads and dynamic environments with contention for shared resource confirm that our software achieves 1:13Â to 64Â speed-up over the other software tools for these workloads.
MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK
The data movement performance is of vital importance in the contemporary big data era [8] . 1) Scientific applications, which mainly aim to answer the most fundamental questions facing human society, are generating increasingly large amounts of data that must be distributed, accessed, and analyzed by scientific collaborations worldwide. Furthermore, these collaborations often coordinate hundreds of geographically distributed computation, storage, and networking resources to share, manage, and process big data for accelerated science discovery. For example, the Brookhaven National Lab (BNL) participates in the ATLAS experiment at the European Large Hadron Collider (LHC) near Geneva, Switzerland that produces petabytes of raw and processed data every year and involves 3,000 particle physicists around the world [9] . An effective data transfer mechanism is indispensable to support collaboration and data processing on such a scale. 2) Companies such as Amazon, Facebook, Google and Microsoft have made significant investments in extremely large-scale data centers and cloud services. Valuable enterprise data hosted by clouds have a number of formats and sizes, for example, relational databases, files, web pages, and packaged applications. The fast and reliable movement of these data, regardless of their size and formats, among different data centers has become vital to business success for virtually all industries. It makes use of economies of scale to amortize the hardware expenses by accommodating as many user requests as possible and maximizing the aggregate input/output performance from dedicated storage and network resources. 3) An increasing number of individual consumers utilize public cloud service to store, manage and share their personal data, including documents, images, photos and videos. The latency and responsiveness of uploading, downloading and syncing their data largely affect user experience and satisfaction [10] . Highly efficient data replication is a widely adopted strategy to ensure a high Quality of Service (QoS) and to increase the concurrency of cloud services. However, existing data transfer solutions fail to utilize these hardware capabilities effectively to improve the userperceived performance. The largest cloud vendor, Amazon, employs a compromised solution to copy user data into a storage drive and sends it via UPS [11] . IBM acquired a commercial solution, Aspera [12] , that only scales to 10 Gbps networks [12] . We enumerate the reasons for the suboptimal performance and our solutions to them as follows:
(1) Non-scalable parallel design with threads in multicore software systems. Although there have been many attempts to take advantage of multi-threading and multi-streaming techniques, many existing software designs have still not adapted to the hardware advances. The Linux scp and FTP are singlethreaded/single-stream tools that run only on a single CPU core. GridFTP [13] , a popular data transfer tool in scientific computing, uses a single thread pool to handle all network and storage I/Os and to control events. This arrangement leads to frequent context switching and cache rewarming and is also hard to scale to multicore systems. BBCP software [14] , another widely adopted tool used by the Department of Energy, employs a single thread for storage I/O, regardless of the characteristics of its involved storage device. XDD [5] is a point-to-point data mover based on BBCP that improves the endto-end data transfer performance over long-distance network. It requires the number of disk threads to be strictly equal to that of the network threads. Such a restriction prevents the tool from making adaptive allocations of thread resource. LADS [3] is another bulk data movement tool that uses two global waiting queues and potentially has a limitation in processing a large number of concurrent user requests. Some data transfer tools are built on UDP and incur significant overhead at the user level under heavy workloads. Among them, the UDT tool [15] suffers from excessive user-level control overheads, and it furthermore uses a single thread for managing all storage I/Os. Aspera is a widely-used UDP-based commercial software tool that targets gigabit performance, and does not scale well for transferring bulk data in 40/100 Gbps networks. A plethora of existing data transfer protocols often treat a single file as an individual transaction that requires several network round trips to synchronize its metadata between two remote peers before the actual payload. This design causes significant latency in a long-haul network, and leads to excessive overhead in moving a large number of small files, especially across wide-area networks. These scenarios become even more challenging for realistic workloads with mixed large and small files. Section 3.3.2 provides a detailed comparison between the existing protocols and our proposed solution. (3) Dependency on specific hardware/software. Our previous work on the RFTP tool [4] , [16] , [17] depends on specific RDMA hardware to offload data transfer tasks to RDMA I/O devices. LADS only provides optimized performance for Lustre file systems and requires the support of the Common Communication Interface (CCI) [18] . (4) Poor NUMA support. None of the aforementioned data transfer applications implement their own thread-dependency-aware scheduler, as shown in Fig. 1 . This will lead to a suboptimal NUMA affinity and performance. Thereby, we introduce a novel general-purpose data transfer design based on a staged event driven architecture (SEDA) that is widely adopted by contemporary web server software [19] . In contrast to existing SEDA designs and data transfer tools, our RAMSYS software uses application-level affinity control to enable NUMA-awareness. It considers the bandwidth capacity of the I/O devices on both the data source and sink servers in co-scheduling commensurate CPU, network and storage resources for each transfer request. A highly concurrent file transfer protocol is also introduced to improve the parallelism among different data transfer requests and task processing stages. In addition, we integrate various data transfer optimizations, e.g., direct I/O, sorting and striping, into our software framework.
FRAMEWORK AND PROTOCOL DESIGN
An inherent weakness of traditional data transfer software design is that they use single-threaded sequential processing. To scale up the end-to-end performance for large datasets, data transfer applications often fork multiple identical sessions, which involves data-intensive operations that overburden the CPU cores, memory, and I/O subsystems. To disperse the load and match the distributed nature of modern multicore systems, we must substantially revise the sequential design and introduce asynchronous and multithreaded mechanisms to parallelize the entire data transfer processing pipeline. Fig. 2 illustrates a simplified version of the data pipeline of our approach. It divides an end-to-end data path into a series of stages and spawns dedicated threads for each stage. Explicit task/event queues are allocated to connect these stages, and thread synchronization primitives are used to guard concurrent accesses. The most salient feature of this design is that threads from different stages execute asynchronously. It decouples task management and network and storage I/O processing. Meanwhile, all threads and memory are centrally allocated and scheduled by a daemon process. The details are provided in Section 4.1. Fig. 3 depicts the four-layered framework of the proposed design. When the system starts, the initialization layer is executed to preallocate resources. The remaining three layers constitute the pipeline for handling data transfer requests. This layered architecture allows us to present the functional components systematically. In the next section, we discuss the supported features and then follow up with a description of each layer of the proposed framework.
Initialization Layer
The initialization (INI) layer profiles all system I/O resources, and creates an abstraction and a description of the major characteristics for each one. For example, for each network interface, it contains the logical name of the network, its address and physical bandwidth capacity; for a storage device, it includes the storage type (HDD, SSD, or memory), partition name, and also the bandwidth capacity. We design a user-assisted abstraction wherein users can guide the abstraction process via a static configuration file. For example, a network interface is used for a network connection for sending/receiving traffic or for an external storage adapter. Accordingly, the users need to inform the transfer application of the exact purpose of an interface when an automatic detection mechanism cannot easily resolve it.
The second purpose of the INI layer is to create the management components. All I/O thread pools are preallocated and then attached to the corresponding abstraction object for each I/O device (network and storage). We use these two criteria to determine the number of I/O threads per pool per device: 1) if one device is optimal for sequential accesses, e.g., HDD drives, we only allocate one or two threads to maximize the sequential data block accesses, and 2) if a storage device is capable of random access, we allocate multiple I/O threads to increase the level of parallelization. Specifically, we use the following formula to calculate the number of threads (# Thr ):
where Thr min and Thr max are the minimal/maximum numbers of threads to be allocated to the device. These two numbers can be estimated based on the system profiling method presented in [7] . BW and BW max are the bandwidth of the target device and the maximum bandwidth of all device in the system respectively. All threads belonging to the same I/O device are preallocated and bounded to assure affinity to the same NUMA node where the I/O device is attached. Therefore, the bandwidth-aware and NUMA-aware preallocation module guarantees pertinent resource preparation while enforcing localized thread binding.
Request Management Layer
The user service interface module is responsible for retrieving user requests. It also handles any completion or error event from the lower layers and maintains all data transfer sessions. In addition, the Request Management (RM) layer is in charge of reporting data transfer completion, performance data and errors. Upon receiving user requests from the request interface, this module decomposes them into one or multiple data transfer tasks. Fig. 4 gives an example. Each storage device is associated with a task waiting queue for all tasks of reading/writing data from/into it. A user request is passed from the upper module and scanned by the task composition and scheduling module. Files on different pieces of storage device are assigned to separate tasks and then dispatched to the corresponding task queue. We regroup files based on their hosting device and handle the tasks across different storage devices in parallel while ensuring that the storage I/O accesses within each group are handled by affinitized threads. This storage-centric method facilitates orchestrated accesses to storages and enables further optimizations, for example, file-level sorting, which we will describe later in this paper.
Protocol and Event Processing Layer

Bandwidth-Based Resource Negotiation Protocol
To coordinate resource allocation and data transfer between two endpoints, namely the data source and data sink, we design a communication protocol for setting up connections and negotiating resources. An important objective is to offer sufficient I/O resources to each task while avoiding resource starvation and deadlock. To serve a data transfer task, we devise four types of I/O threads: readers and senders on the data source and writers and receivers on the data sink. The source or sink at each end point is unaware of the availability of threads at the other end, and a resource negotiation protocol is therefore required to coordinate the resource allocations at the two ends.
Fig . 5 illustrates the protocol of bandwidth-based resource negotiation. Herein, BW is the bandwidth capacity of the tasks or I/O devices. The source first determines the task bandwidth locally and applies a certain number of I/O threads according to the ratio of the bandwidth of the task and the physical bandwidth of the device. Once the reader and sender threads are acquired, the source initiates a control channel to the data sink and notifies the latter that the source is ready. The results of the task bandwidth and the number of senders are sent to the sink for negotiating its resources. The sink then computes the s final bandwidth of the task and obtains the I/O threads accordingly. Finally, after the sink sends back the confirmed data connections and task bandwidth, the source relinquishes any excessive senders and readers with the references to these confirmed parameters. After negotiating resources and assigning I/O threads, the data source initiates all data connections. To determine the bandwidth capacity of a task requires pinpointing the I/O bottleneck of the entire data transfer pipeline. Thread and memory resources are allocated based on the bandwidth capacity for each task to ensure that the proposed design is bandwidth-aware.
File Metadata Synchronization and Payload Transfer Protocol
Metadata synchronization and payload transfer play a vital role in the performance, especially when transferring massive numbers of files in wide-area networks. However, the majority of existing data transfer tools still use sequential processing protocols and incur at least one round-trip time (RTT) for a single file. Fig. 6a exemplifies the sequential protocol of transferring multiple files by the BBCP software. To improve this, we have designed a three-step protocol in the protocol and event processing (PEP) layer in Fig. 6b . File and Directory Scan. The data source first scans all requested files and recursively traverses the directories using depth-first search. During this process, each file gets a file ID based on its sequence of being traversed. The file ID becomes a part of metadata and serves as the index for the file in large transfer tasks. The metadata of regular files and directories is saved in different data structures.
Metadata Synchronization. As shown in Fig. 6b , the data source sends an "extend" control message to the data sink which starts to prepare all necessary data structures. Without waiting for any acknowledge message from the data sink, the source first sends all directory metadata and then sends all regular file metadata. The data sink takes different actions for different types of metadata, i.e., it simply creates the requested paths/directories upon the arrival of a directory, stores the metadata of the files in the given order according to the file ID when they arrive, and recreates the symbolic link to local files if it obtains file links. Subsequently, the whole directory structure is rebuilt at the data sink, and all metadata of regular files are stored and sorted based on the file ID. This design ensures that before the actual data transfer begins, the target directory is already in place. Finally, the data sink sends out a "Sync Done" message to the source, which marks the end of the stage for synchronizing metadata. Therefore, instead of synchronizing one file per round-trip time, the method commonly used and referred to in Fig. 6a , our mechanism groups all records of file metadata together and streams them to the sink. Here, we utilize only one RTT to signal the start and completion of the stage for synchronizing metadata. This significantly shortens the latency of synchronizing metadata and preparing for the transfer of file payloads.
Pipelined Payload Transfer. Next, the data source sends out all files without any further control message exchanges. The data sink can identify the incoming data block by the file ID in its header and store it in the right file. After all the files are sent, the data source and data sink signal each other and conclude the data transfer process. Similar to meta data synchronization, this protocol groups all file payload transfers into a single stage and only uses a single control message exchange to signal the completion of the entire task.
By dividing the data transfer process into stages and grouping the control messages in a single stage, this protocol for synchronizing file metadata and transferring file payloads decreases the number of control message exchanges, thereby shortening the total data transfer time. Our design reuses the control and data links as much as possible among files and avoids the overhead of establishing and tearing down connections for each file, a common practice in other data transfer software.
Data Access and Transmission Layer
The buffer management module in the Data Access and Transmission (DAT) layer uses a NUMA-aware bulk memory allocation. It first allocates a large block of memory for each task on the NUMA node of its targeted network interface. The size of this memory block is determined by the number of assigned network threads. We prefer to allocate memory based on the location of the network device rather than that of the storage device involved in data transfer, as TCP/IP incurs a larger and more intensive protocol processing overhead than does a storage I/O. If the selected NUMA node is already overloaded, we move on to allocate the memory of the node where the storage device is connected. Subsequently, this memory block is partitioned into small buffers and attached to the corresponding task.
The two modules at the bottom of the DAT layer in Fig. 3 are encapsulated by network I/O threads (senders/ receivers) and storage I/O threads (readers/writers). At the data source, the readers produce loaded buffers, and the senders consume them and then return them to the list of free buffers. After the entire data transfer is completed, the I/O threads are returned to their respective pools for reuse, and a completion event is posted to the upper layer. The I/O threads are designed to be self-suspendable to minimize the CPU consumption while they wait for new tasks.
IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes the implementation of RAMSYS. It comprises two components, a front-end agent and a background daemon (Fig. 7) . The agent is responsible for receiving and parsing user requests, relaying them to the daemon, and then reporting the performance data or any error message during and after the data transfer. The entire software adopts a peer-to-peer design and therefore naturally supports third-party data transfer.
The general process for handling a user request is as follows: first, RAMSYS accepts a data transfer request from the user via the Control (CTL) entity that then initiates ssh connections, and forwards requests to both the data source and sink hosts. Next, the sshd servers at the two end hosts launch Data source (SRC) and Data sink (SNK) entities. Then, they retrieve the request from the CTL entity, establish a control channel, and confirm the data transfer request with each other. Lastly, they post the requests to their local daemon processes for further processing.
Daemon Implementation
The daemon process acts as the rendezvous point to collect system-wide requests for data transfer, manages I/Orelated resources, and bootstraps data transfer tasks intelligently. Fig. 8 shows the multithreaded architecture and data structure of the background daemon process and presents a practical implementation of the framework and processing pipeline outlined in Figs. 2 and 3 . In this section, we first introduce the data structure and threads in each layer and then explain how the user requests traverse down the pipeline across the three layers.
(1) Global user request management. The data structure and threads in this layer are shared globally and correspond to the system-wide shared resources and entities. It maintains a list of resource abstractions for all network and storage devices and a list of user requests that are being processed. The link dispatcher listens on a well-known port, accepts incoming connections, and dispatches the link to the right task according to the first control message that comes through the link. A received user request is entered to the request list by the user communicator thread and then scanned and partitioned into internal tasks by a request poller thread using the mechanism shown in Fig. 4 . The resultant tasks are queued in the corresponding per-storage task queues in the next layer. (2) Per-storage task management. This category of data structure and threads is defined for storage I/O devices. In our storage-centric design, all task queues are grouped by their targeted storage, and different task queues run in parallel. Each storage and network device has a pool of preallocated I/O threads. The task poller thread of the storage activates the first queued task by attaching a dedicated task controller thread and removes it from the queue. The task is then passed to the next layer. (3) Per-task data transfer management. The data structure and threads here are assigned to an active task for the actual data transfer. Different active tasks execute in parallel. We use a state transition diagram (Fig. 9) to depict the life cycle of an internal task in the per-storage and per-task management layers. At the beginning, the task is kept in the task queue and in the "waiting" state. Once it is retrieved by a task polling thread, it acquires the "active" state, and the daemon creates and starts a task controller thread for the active task. The controller thread then makes reservations for thread resources from the corresponding I/O thread pool. If the target pool is empty, the target task enters the "suspend" state, and the task controller thread becomes inactive. Once the resource pool is not empty upon the completion of other tasks, the task controller thread wakes up to query the pool again, and the corresponding task returns to the "active" state. After resource negotiation and assignment, as discussed in Section 3.3.1, the task controller thread obtains all the required resources, viz., assigned I/O threads, and allocates the buffer pool using the NUMA-aware bulk memory allocation in Section 3.4. At this point, the task enters the "transferring" state. When the data transfer is complete, all the assigned I/O threads post completion events to the task controller thread, and the task then moves to the final "exit" state. After collecting all the completed events, the task controller thread returns all I/O threads to the thread resource pools, wakes up any suspended task, and updates the global user request list.
Features for Ensuring High Performance Transfer
This section presents the high performance features in RAMSYS. In addition to a highly paralleled architecture, RAMSYS also integrates a variety of features to consistently offer high-speed data transfer under different workloads and among various storage systems. Section 5.2 provides a quantitative evaluation of each feature.
(1) File Sorting for HDD Reading. HDD storage is known to perform much better with sequential access than with random access. To maximize sequential access, we optimize the task queue by sorting files according to their starting physical address. This sorting-based approach is particularly effective for transferring small files because the entire data content of a small file is likely saved in adjacent blocks, and sorting reduces the random disk-seeking operations.
(2) Direct I/O Technique. Direct I/O operation is a wellknown kernel-bypass technique for accessing storage. By bypassing the kernel page cache, it avoids making a copy between the kernel cache and user buffers and eliminates the overhead of context switch and associated kernel management. This approach works particularly well when using a large block size to access high-speed storage, such as SSD and network-based storage.
(3) Adaptive I/O Thread Management. In RAMSYS, multiple I/O threads may be assigned to serve a single storage device. Based on the average file size in a given task and the type of storage device, these I/O threads will employ two different types of mechanism to access files: striping mode and pipelining mode. The exact size to classify large or small files depends on the I/O block size and the number of concurrent threads and can be defined by users. The striping mode targets large files wherein all I/O threads will serve one file at a time, each working on a fraction of the file. Fig. 10 shows an example of assigning reader threads to transfer a number of files on the data source host. Each file is segmented into three parts, each of which is handled concurrently by a separate reader thread (represented by the arrows in Fig. 10 ). All files in the striping mode are handled one-by-one sequentially. Striping is inappropriate for a batch of small files on a random-access friendly device because segmenting a small file confers no gain but nevertheless incurs the overhead of coordinating all of the I/O threads for each file. The approach targeting this case is to allocate a single I/O thread for one file and transfer multiple files in parallel with multiple threads. It is termed the pipelining mode. For example, in Fig. 10 , three reader threads work on three different files at the same time. After completing the transfer of one file, a thread moves on to the subsequent file in the queue. As discussed in Section 5.2.3, we use the striping mode for the HDD device and large file transfer from/to the device, which is optimized for sequential accesses and pipelining mode for a large number of small file transfers with a random-access friendly device.
(4) Asynchronous Non-Blocking Storage I/O Support. RAMSYS also implements asynchronous non-blocking data flow to enable parallelism at the data block-level, wherein a single storage I/O thread concurrently reads/writes multiple blocks of a given file. The heart of the RAMSYS nonblocking data flow rests upon the efficient storage AIO module that provides two optimizations: 1) The batch processing of multiple data blocks within a single function/system call minimizes the synchronization overheads to lock/release critical regions. Fig. 11 shows the state transition diagram of buffers and interactions among sender threads, reader threads, and the buffer pool at the data sender. To enable batch processing, the I/O thread will try to retrieve/post multiple buffers from/to buffer pools every time it acquires the buffer pool's lock to minimize the synchronization overhead. "Batch size" means that a thread issues Linux AIO system calls and submits a specific number of block requests before it moves on to wait for completion, i.e., a storage I/O thread waits until the number of ready data buffers reaches the batch size or arrives at the end of the task and then processes them with only one system call. By default, the batch size is computed by dividing the total number of buffers by the number of concurrent storage I/O threads. It can also be specified by users. 2) An effective mechanism guarantees processing tasks at different pipeline stages in time, while avoiding unnecessary busy-waiting on any specific stage. Algorithm 1 details the design of the AIO access in RAMSYS. Non-blocking refers to enquiring whether the buffer pool has the targeted resource before acquiring the buffer pool lock. If not, it moves on to the next processing step. Blocking means directly acquiring the lock without enquiry, and it may lead to waiting on the buffer resource and lock. To avoid unnecessary non-blocking polling, especially for cases of large data blocks and low IOPS, the proposed dataflow blocks on event processing and resource allocation when its current stage is the bottleneck of the entire processing flow and chooses non-blocking processing when there are data/events to be consumed in the subsequent stage. This intelligent switch between blocking and non-blocking processing assures timely polling data buffers/events while avoiding unnecessary idle time. Wait for completion of events of the posted buffers (non-blocking) 19 Return all the completed buffers to the loaded buffer pool 20 return
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section first describes the configurations of the testbeds and workloads. We evaluate and analyze each feature in RAMSYS and then thoroughly compare the performance of RAMSYS to that of the other widely used data transfer tools. Specifically, Section 5.3 presents the performance advantages of RAMSYS that are attributed to the features described in Section 4.2 and the framework and protocol design presented in Section 3. Section 5.3 also offers a detailed breakdown analysis of the performance improvement by each of those key factors. Furthermore, we validate the stability of RAMSYS under various background system loads that compete for the shared resources.
Testbed and Workload Specifications
The local area network (LAN) testbed includes two state-ofthe-art multicore systems (Fig. 12) . Table 1 shows the hardware specifications and the size of per-storage thread pool in RAMSYS. We configure the SuperMicro host with four RAID0 disks, each with eleven HDDs. All the disks are attached to an LSI RAID controller card on the motherboard. The IBM system in the testbed includes two LSI Nytro WarpDrive cards, each connected to a separate NUMA node. These two hosts each use a 40 Gbps Ethernet adapter for their network connections. PCI Gen3 connects all I/O devices with CPU nodes. Both servers run CentOS with the 2.6.32-431 Linux kernel.
The wide-area network (WAN) testbed is part of the DOE Energy Science Network (ESnet). It provides a 40 Gbps long-haul link of 4,000 miles, from the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC) in Oakland, CA to Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) near Chicago, IL and then a loop-back to the NERSC (Fig. 13) . The two hosts in the testbed are located at the NERSC and have a special loop-back configuration via ANL's 100 Gbps router to ensure a long network latency between them [20] . The minimum RTT between them is 94.5 milliseconds. Table 1 provides their hardware configurations. One host has 24 HDDs, configured as a single RAID0 disk, and the other has a RAID0 disk array of 12 SSD and is used as the data source in the WAN evaluation.
We use three types of workloads to evaluate RAMSYS. 1) Transfer of large bulk data. We fill the SSD disks with four large files with sizes ranging from 50 to 200 GBytes and transfer them to the HDD disk array at the destination. Each file is treated as a separate task in RAMSYS. 2) Transfer of massive numbers of small files. We downloaded ten different versions of the Linux kernel source packages from their official site and extracted their content and directory hierarchies into the SSD disks. The total data contain 440,004 files in 28,285 directories, with an aggregate size of 5.8 GBytes. RAMSYS processes all small files in a SSD as a separate task. 3) Mixed workloads. We created 1,000 files with different sizes in each SSD/HDD disk array and sent them over the 40 G links to the disk array on the other host. The size of the files in the mixed workload follows a log-normal distribution with an average size of 512 KBytes. All of the one thousand files in a SSD/HDD array are transferred by RAMSYS as one task.
Evaluation of High Performance Features
In this section, we quantitatively evaluate the different features described in Section 4.2. The performance of RAMSYS is compared between two scenarios: with and without a feature, to elucidate the effectiveness of each one in different types of storage devices and scenarios. We use the large file and mixed workloads here because the performance of the workload for small files largely depends on the protocol design rather than these features.
Effectiveness of File Sorting
As discussed in Section 4.2, RAMSYS sorts all files in each queue according to the starting address of a file. Fig. 14a compares the sorted and unsorted transfers of 4,000 files, i.e., the mixed workload, from a single RAID0 set. We observed a bandwidth improvement of 37 to 47 percent for sorted transfers compared to the unsorted transfers, confirming the effectiveness of file sorting in significantly reducing the random access of storage.
Effectiveness of NUMA-Awareness
NUMA-awareness is another critical optimization in RAMSYS.
Figs. 14b and 14c compare the results from two workloads: transfers of uniform large files and of mixed-size files. On average, the NUMA optimization delivers a 14.9 percent increase in bandwidth and a 12.7 percent decrease in latency for bulk data transfer. For processing a mixed workload, we observed a 17.9 percent improvement in bandwidth and a 12.5 percent reduction in latency. Instead of depending on the default OS scheduling, RAMSYS utilizes its own preallocation and buffer management modules to pin I/O threads and their data to the NUMA node that connects directly to the I/O device involved. These results confirm the effectiveness of the thread-dependency-aware scheduling in RAMSYS.
Effectiveness of Multithreaded Modes and FileLevel Parallelism
In RAMSYS, multiple disk reader/writer threads work in two different multithreaded modes, i.e., striping versus pipelining (in Fig. 10 ). RAMSYS uses the striping mode for transferring large files. Herein we focus on the comparison of the two modes on the mixed workload. Fig. 15 compares the bandwidths while accessing data from two different types of storage: the SSD tests read a data file from SSD and send it to the memory of the other test host via the 40 G LAN link, while the HDD tests read from HDD disks. The striping mode achieves a higher bandwidth in the HDD case than the pipeline mode because the reader threads of the latter retrieve data blocks of multiple files simultaneously and increase the random accesses of the HDD. Here, the sequential accesses of HDD play a more important role than the file-level parallelism. The striping mode preserves a better data sequence than the pipelining mode and thus attains a better performance. On the other hand, SSD favors concurrent random accesses over sequential ones. Therefore, the pipelining mode provides up to 84 percent improvement in bandwidth compared to the striping mode. In summary, the appropriate application of each mode assures significant benefits in different cases.
Effectiveness of the AIO Module
Fig . 16a shows the bandwidth increment percentage of the AIO block-level parallelism over the synchronous threadlevel parallelism for the LAN bulk data transfer. AIO outperforms the synchronous one, especially for the small block sizes. Its advantages are summarized as follows: 1) The AIO module performs the batch processing of multiple data blocks with a single system call and thus reduces the per-block cost.
2) It only uses a single thread, while the synchronous module utilizes 16 parallel threads, thereby reducing the resource required by multi-threading.
3) The AIO module also reduces the synchronization cost over critical regions since it batches multiple blocks into a single processing unit and acquires the buffer pool lock only once. Fig. 16b depicts the percentage reductions in buffer pool lockings by an AIO module compared with those of the synchronous one. A larger batch size leads to more reductions in locking. However, it also adds more blocking time because a thread has to wait for enough blocks to be accumulated for a single batch operation and so can potentially lower the performance. However, the advantage of AIO diminishes when the block size increases. That is because increasing the block size reduces the total number of I/Os, so the cost-per-bytes for synchronous access decreases, while asynchronous I/O adds waiting time for multiple large blocks to be produced and consumed. The AIO also benefits mixed workloads. Fig. 16c compares the bandwidth of the AIO and synchronous accesses. The AIO module demonstrates a consistant performance margin of 15 to 110 percent over the synchronous one.
Comparative Evaluation with Other Tools
This section compares the performance of RAMSYS with three popular data transfer systems used by the high performance computing community: GridFTP 5.2.5, BBCP 12.08.17.00.0, and Aspera 3.6.6.112346. To ensure the best performance for GridFTP, we enabled its thread option, disabled all authentication operations and utilized its extended block mode (MODE E) for all data transfers [21] . For the BBCP, we also used its available options to avoid the overheads of checking DNS and the space at the data sink. In all tests, both GridFTP and BBCP used 16 parallel TCP streams, viz., the best case that we observe on our testbed. For Aspera, we observed only approximately 1.5 Gbps on the LAN testbed and 4 Gbps on the WAN testbed in bulk data and mixed workload tests. This is much less than the other three tools, and the data are thus not presented here.
Bulk Data Transfer. We process the bulk data workload by different numbers of parallel file transfers on the LAN testbed. Each concurrent file goes to a separate RAID0 disk on a SuperMicro server, resulting in a maximum of four concurrent files. During the parallel transfers of multiple files, we launched multiple instances of GridFTP and BBCP, one for each file, to assure concurrency. In all test cases, we only needed to create a single RAMSYS daemon process to transfer all the data. Via thorough experiments, we observed that all three tools perform well at 2 MB block size on the LAN testbed, as shown in Fig. 14 , thus we use this size for the comparison studies. Fig. 17 shows that RAMSYS performs the best in all tests and scales well when the number of parallel file transfers increases. For more than two parallel files, RAMSYS's bandwidth exceeds 18 Gbps, which is close to the bandwidth limit of data writing to the LSI RAID controller in the SuperMicro host. Both RAMSYS and BBCP outperform GridFTP and use fewer CPU cycles because they utilize direct I/O operations and employ dedicated threads for storage and network I/O operations. Furthermore, RAMSYS also achieves 28 percent more bandwidth than BBCP while retaining a similar CPU load because it benefits from the multithreaded storage I/Os to access SSD.
We also verify the advantages of RAMSYS in the bulk data transfer using the WAN testbed with different block sizes. During the tests, data are read from the SSD array and sent to the HDD array on the other host via the 40 G longhaul link. Fig. 18 shows the bandwidth and CPU usage of a single large file transfer. RAMSYS still significantly outperforms the other two in terms of bandwidth, confirming that the RAMSYS framework and other high performance features are scalable for long-distance data transfers. Aspera did not reach 10 Gbps and was not included in the performance comparison with the other three for transferring bulk data and mixed files.
Massive Small File Transfer. In this test case, we used Linux kernel source files to compare the execution time of the four different transfer tools in preserving the tree structure of the Linux kernel while relocating all files. GridFTP supports multiple concurrent FTP sessions to transfer files in a directory, and here we used eight concurrent FTP sessions. On the other hand, RAMSYS, BBCP and Aspera only use a single transfer session. RAMSYS, GridFTP and BBCP use 16 parallel TCP data connections to improve network performance. We first tested one kernel source tree of the kernel 3.18.21 that contains 47,984 files in 3,078 directories. Tables 2 and 3 compare the execution times on the LAN and WAN testbeds, respectively. The "Ratio" values in the tables refer to the speed-up factor of RAMSYS over each of the comparative tools. BBCP performs the worst here due to its inefficient protocol design, as described in Section 3.3.2. GridFTP alleviates this drawback by dividing the workloads among multiple FTP sessions and also enables the pipeline mode to transfer multiple files concurrently for each session. In addition, the multi-staged file processing protocol described in Section 3.3.2 affords RAMSYS a highly efficient mechanism for transferring a massive number of small files within a single FTP session. It not only delivers a 1:7Â to 1235:9Â speed-up compared to all alternatives in the LAN tests but also demonstrates an even larger improvement over BBCP and GridFTP for the long-haul WAN tests. Here, BBCP requires several days to complete the transfer of ten kernel trees, and as we could not occupy the shared WAN testbed to complete this measurement, we therefore mark "N.A." for BBCP in Table 3 .
We also observed that it took RAMSYS four seconds longer than Aspera to transfer a single Linux directory in the WAN testbed, while for transferring ten Linux directories, RAMSYS achieved a 3.9Â speed-up over Aspera. Fig. 19 shows the execution times of the two software tools for transferring different numbers of Linux kernel directories over the WAN testbed. For less than four directories, RAMSYS spent a large fraction of the running time on authentication with ssh commandline scripts, while Aspera utilizes the more efficient OpenSSL library for authentication. When the number of files increased, the file transfer time became dominant, and RAMSYS outperformed Aspera. In addition, in the case of eight directories or more, Aspera spends extra time to flush out data before exiting, which significantly increases its total execution time.
Mixed Workload Transfer. To evaluate the capability to handle a large number of mixed-size files, we generated 4,000 files with their sizes following a log-normal distribution, loaded them to each of the four RAID0 disks on the SuperMicro host, viz, 16,000 files in total, and copied them to the memory of the IBM host. We did not use SSDs as data sinks here since we wanted to avoid repeated writes that can lead to the gradual deterioration of SSD. Again, for GridFTP and BBCP, we created four concurrent instances, one for each RAID0 disk. Fig. 20 compares the overall bandwidth performance and CPU usage with different block sizes. GridFTP utilizes at most four CPU cores, and its bandwidth performance is lower than that of BBCP or RAMSYS. The CPU usage on the data source host is higher than that on the data sink host because this test case involves no disk writing at the data sink. RAMSYS obtains consistently higher bandwidth performance than do the other two, i.e., 107.7 percent higher than GridFTP and 63.2 percent higher than BBCP on average. We observed that RAMSYS incurs proportionally higher CPU usage than the other two due to its large throughput. This demonstrates that RAMSYS can best utilize the multicore and I/O resources among the three transfer tools. Specifically, when the block is small (32 KBytes), RAMSYS demonstrates a significantly better capability of handling a large number of files and data blocks than the other two. Fig. 21 compares the bandwidths of the three tools and their CPU usage for processing mixed workloads over the WAN testbed. RAMSYS is 2-3 times faster than the other two tools. The BBCP protocol needs to synchronize file metadata one by one between the data source and data sink and suffers from a longer RTT compared to the other two, which greatly compromises its overall performance.
Another interesting observation is that 512 KBytes appears to be the "sweet spot" and is favored in mixed workload cases, as illustrated in Figs. 14a, 14c , and 21a. The reason is that when the block size is small, there are more data blocks to process, and each block incurs a constant amount of overhead, so RAMSYS incurs more aggregated overheads. On the other hand, when the block size is large (e.g., greater than 2 MB), most files in the mixed workload cannot even fill up a single buffer. A large portion of a data block is thus wasted, which also introduces unnecessary overhead.
Performance Gain Breakdown Analysis of RAMSYS. To evaluate each individual design strategy employed in RAMSYS and quantify its gain in performance, we analyze all the previous results and undertake more experimental comparisons, e.g., RAMSYS without direct I/Os versus GridFTP. Table 4 presents the final results. We make several observations: 1) For transferring mixed workloads, our framework and protocol design provide significant advantages in performance, while they are less effective in the tests of bulk data transfers. The reason is that mixed workload tests involve more requests and events than the bulk tests. The high parallelism provided by our framework and protocol design are more effective when the requests are abundant than when the requests are sparse. 2) In contrast to GridFTP and BBCP, RAMSYS utilizes multiple parallel reader threads for accessing data in SSDs and gains another 17.21 percent more bandwidth for transferring bulk data. 3) Direct I/O delivers a major gain in performance in transferring bulk data. It is especially effective for loading data from SSDs with a large block size. 4) During the mixed workload tests, we do not involve disk writing, direct I/O, or multithreaded storage access. The remaining features, viz., NUMA-awareness, asynchronous processing, and most importantly file sorting, are major contributors to the performance.
Exploring the Performance Behavior under Resource Contention. In a multi-user and multi-task environment, contention for various shared resources is inevitable and incurs profound costs to the performance of data intensive applications. Table 5 shows the achieved bandwidth with/without contention when transferring one large file from the SSD to the HDD array in our LAN testbed. The percentage values in parentheses represent the performance degradation between transfers with and without contentions. We introduce three types of contention in the experiments: 1) Disk contention by the "dd" utility that reads data from "/dev/ zero" and dumps them into the disks at the data sink; 2) Network contention by the "iperf" benchmark that sends TCP traffic to the same 40 Gbps network link for various data transfer applications; and 3) CPU/Memory contention that employs the STREAM benchmark [7] to generate competing workloads on all CPU cores and memory nodes at the data sink host. We used the "numactl" tool to enforce the STREAM process to access the memory at a remote NUMA node and to inject competing traffic on the inter-processor bus. Contention for shared resources caused all data transfer tools to experience degraded performance. However, RAMSYS consistently demonstrates the best performance and stability among the three tools because its threaddependency-aware scheduler binds all of its data transfer threads and buffers to the NUMA node of the involved I/O devices. This NUMA-aware design allows RAMSYS to avoid the use of the inter-processor CPU bus and minimizes impacts by the competing workloads.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper described our resource-aware high-speed data transfer software, RAMSYS, which uses a novel asynchronous framework design. We introduced a multi-stage endto-end data transfer pipeline, wherein each stage is fully resource-driven and implements a flexible number of components for predefined functions, such as storage I/O, network communication, and request handling. RAMSYS relies on the asynchronous paradigm to maximize the concurrency of components and thereby offers improved scalability and resource utilization in modern multi-core systems. Furthermore, the proposed framework is extensible to integrate various optimization techniques, and we have shown several examples. Our experimental results have quantitatively measured the effectiveness of each component in RAMSYS and its optimization techniques. The combination of the framework, protocol and other high performance features ensures superior performance for various workloads and various shared resource contentions, attaining a 1:3Â to 2:6Â speedup for transferring large, small and mixed files and a 1:7Â to 1235:9Â speedup for transferring directory trees over three widely used tools. In future work, we will improve the authentication module and implement intelligent algorithms to adjust the size of the thread pools and I/O blocks to adapt to dynamic environments with shared storage and networks. 
